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Product Background

The Tuff Tank is the market-leading, plastic, 500-gallon waste holding tank designed to meet the 
needs of the portable sanitation industry.

It was designed to replace heavy, rust-prone and unsightly metal holding tanks. It combines 
weight-saving; ease of handling; lower shipping costs and easy cleaning with an enhanced 
appearance whilst  benefitting from scalable production runs of a consistently exact product.

Whether on construction sites, at public events, for glamping, at campsite or pleasure boat toilet 
waste tipping points (or indeed, anywhere where there is insufficient or no 
mains sewer connection) with its simple linking kit options and range of technical advantages, the 
Tuff Tank is the clear product of choice to capture effluent, liquid waste and sewage.

The Tuff Tank’s original design and tooling has been renewed and progressively improved as a 
result of feedback and discussion groups with end users, hire companies and waste contractors.



APPLICATION 
AREAS:

(1) Construction

Receiver for liquid waste from:

• Toilet blocks & washrooms

• Shower units

• Canteens

• Portable toilet hire companies 
as interim storage



APPLICATION 
AREAS:

(2) Outdoor Events

Receiver for liquid waste from:

• Toilet blocks & washrooms

• Shower units

• Canteens

• Caravan / Glamping toilets

• Pleasure boat toilets



APPLICATION 
AREAS:

(3) Glamping Industry

Receiver for liquid waste from:

• Toilet blocks & washrooms

• Shower units

• Shepherds’ Huts

• Caravan / Glamping toilets

• Log cabins



Key Features / USPs (https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/why-plastic)

▪ Large 12" waste access hatches (one either end) make 
for easier waste emptying and allow easy cleansing 
and sanitising between uses

▪ 5" waste inlet ports allow easy connection to standard 
4” waste pipes from toilets / showers / canteens etc.

▪ All access points are supplied with screw on lids 
making the tank completely sealed when in transit

▪ Built in lifting handles and sling points

▪ Non-removable, high contrast instructions, date stamp 
and individual serial number

▪ Upper surfaces are ribbed for strength and sloped so 
that rainwater will not collect

▪ Increase volume by connecting several tanks together 
using our simple Linking Kits

▪ Linkable in two directions (side by side in 'portrait' 
mode; nose to tail in 'landscape' mode)

▪ Stackable (for transport and storage), rust-free and 
hygienic - flexibility is guaranteed

▪ Cost-effective transport: 2 tanks use up just 3 pallet 
spaces on delivery vehicles

▪ Grey is the standard, stock colour: but tanks can be 
produced in many colours to match your corporate ID

▪ Modest, minimum order quantities may be applicable 
for a truly unusual colour: just ask us

▪ Fleet numbers required? 
No problem: we can supply customised plates

▪ Minimal spares requirement: and those spares you 
may require, we hold ex-stock. 
All spares also available via our Online shop

https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/why-plastic


WASTE LEVEL 
MONITORING

Monitor waste levels remotely 
without the need for a physical, 
visual check.

Options include: 

• a simple, wireless alarm 

• a telemetry-based system to 
see levels and cleaning needs 
for all tanks in your fleet 
(in development)

Wireless: Telemetry 

▪ Monitor waste levels in 
situ with audible and 
visual alerts

▪ Works within 200 
metres of tank and 
requires 230v socket 
for receiver

▪ View levels on a portal

▪ Receive predictive 
warnings when tank will 
be full

▪ Plan cleaning schedules

▪ IN DEVELOPMENT



EXTENDING 
SITE VOLUME

The Tuff Tank is purposefully sized at 
500 gallons to keep its weight down to 
a truly manageable level.

Simple linking kits are available to 
readily extend the capacity by linking 
several tanks together to create the 
waste volume you require. 

Waste will level out across all tanks.

Tanks subsequently, easily convert back 
to standalone 500-gallon units.

Side-to-side linking: Nose-to-tail linking: 

▪ Link tanks in landscape 
or portrait orientation

▪ Convert from linkable 
to stand-alone and 
back to linkable 
versions in seconds.



CONNECTING 
& CLEANING

Waste is typically channeled from a 
standard 4” / 100mm downpipe into 
the corner of the tank.

We advise that an air gap is maintained 
around the fitting to allow displaced air 
can escape when waste is flushed into 
the tank.

Waste operators typically remove 
waste by pumping waste out through 
either of the two large 12” ports.

4 x 4” – 100mm waste inlets

2 x 12” – 300mm cleaning ports



ELSAN®
TIPPING POINT

Chemical toilet waste should not be 
disposed of in septic tanks or small 
sewage treatment plants as they rely on 
bacterial action for correct treatment. 

The Environment Agency will not 
generally accept this waste in a mains 
sewer as the chemicals used in chemical 
toilet fluids kill friendly bacteria.

The waste contents of camping / 
cassette toilets will need to be emptied 
into a suitable capture tank / cesspool.



TRANSPORT
& STORAGE

• Easily offload, manhandle and 
position on site

• Ship 2 tanks on their long edges 
over 3 truck pallet spaces for truly 
economical rates

• Ship 20 tanks in curtain-sider or on 
flat-bed trailer



Key Visual Features
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Company Background

Jon Trelfa is our General Manager and Sales & Marketing Lead

With over 25 years' experience in the portable sanitation industry - as MD Europe for a toilet 
manufacturing company (1991-2008) and MD Europe for a manufacturer of ground and surface water 
monitoring equipment (2011-2014), Jon took up the challenge of "driving" Plastic Solutions in 2014. 

Having completed Business Administration & Marketing degrees and spending the early years of his 
career in the UK and Germany, besides being a fluent German speaker Jon is well-known in the toilet 
industry in the UK and Europe and is well-equipped to help you with questions not only about Plastic 
Solutions’ product range but on many aspects of the sanitation business in general. 

Jon is committed to customer service: if he and his team can help you, they will!

Follow Jon on LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/jon-trelfa-plastic-solutions-97a9a01a/

Follow Plastic Solutions on LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/organization/10463086/admin/updates

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jon-trelfa-plastic-solutions-97a9a01a/
https://www.linkedin.com/organization/10463086/admin/updates


Resources: further reading

SOURCE: PS DOCUMENTS / SALES/PRODUCT OVERVIEWS / TUFF TANK

Tuff Tank website page https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/tuff-tank

Level Alarm website page https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/level-monitoring-device

Elsan® Tipping Point https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/elsan-tipping-point

16 Top Reasons to choose plastic tanks https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/why-plastic

All Our Downloads https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/downloads

Video Gallery https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/video-gallery

Our online shop https://www.plasticsol.com/spares-accessories/all-spares-accessories

Our Blog Pages https://www.plasticsol.com/our-blog

https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/tuff-tank
https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/level-monitoring-device
https://www.plasticsol.com/products/waste-tanks/elsan-tipping-point
https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/why-plastic
https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/downloads
https://www.plasticsol.com/extras/video-gallery
https://www.plasticsol.com/spares-accessories/all-spares-accessories
https://www.plasticsol.com/our-blog

